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Abstract- Heat sink is considered as thermal device that is convective & semiconducting in nature. Its pure appearance has 

been designed to get rid of heat from associate electronic element like desktop, sensible phones, Audio video players and 

fridges. It removes heat from electrical element logic gate, dissipate heat to encompassing medium. However ceaselessly 

heating of intermediate portion becomes ineffective attributable to heat flow in single chimney flow pattern briefly fin array. 

Therefore in depth study, middle portion is removed by cutting inverted triangular notch and side wherever more 

contemporary air are available in contact with fin expanse. Impact on fin obtained by dynamic the parameters of fin like 

Height and Spacing. Distinction has been created between full, notched rectangular fin arrays. Once the comparison of various 

parameters of result like average heat transfer coefficients and average Nusselt variety etc. it's found that notched fin array do 

higher than full fin array.  
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             I. INTRODUCTION 
 Researchers like Levy & Sane and Sukhatme analysed 

the problem of horizontal fin array for the single chimney 

flow pattern; and down and up flow pattern. and Shalaby 

investigated laminar natural convection from vertical fin 

arrays. They solved the threats without neglecting the 
velocity components perpendicular to the fin flats.  

 

Karagiozis examined laminar, free convection heat 

transfer from constant temperature finned surfaces and 

concluded that the findings of Shalaby Baskaya et.al. 

Yuncu and Anbar Alami et.al. Krishnan in their paper 

reported an analytical study of convective heat transfer 

from rectangular fin-arrays on a horizontal base. The 

analysis were conducted so as to find out the separate 

roles of fin height, fin spacing and base-to-ambient 

temperature difference.  
 

Sane examined experimentally the problem of natural 

convection heat transfer from horizontal rectangular fin 

arrays with a rectangular notch at the center. Morankar 

carried out experimental work on natural convection heat 

transfer from vertical rectangular notched fin arrays So 

Short fin array with length of 120mm is selected for 

experimentation. 

 

 
 
                    Fig.1 Rectangular fin array.  

 
The present paper is comprises of an exploratory 

investigation on even rectangular short balance clusters 

with full, and notched array surface dispersing heat by 

regular convection. If there should arise an occurrence of 

a solitary stack stream design, the smokestack 

arrangement is because of virus air entering from the two 

finishes of the divert streaming in the flat course and 

building up a vertical speed stream of air as it achieves 

the center segment of blade divert bringing about the 

warmed tuft of air going in the upward heading Notched 

balance clusters are researched with various dispersing 

and warmth inputs. Ideal separating for indented balance 
exhibits is chosen by Rayleigh number. 

 

                 II. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP  
Exploratory arrangement is created to straightforward. Fin 

exhibits are assembled & manufactured utilizing 2 mm 

thick monetarily accessible aluminum sheet. Size of sheet 
is 120х40. All fins are glued to base plate with assistance 
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of cement backing which support for high temperature. 
Empty space is made for putting cartage heater in base 

plate. 

 

 
 

    Fig.2 Inverted Triangular Notched Fin Array..  

 

The assemblage it is guaranteed to keep up required 
distance between balance pads. It is confirmed to keep 

least air hole between base plate and quantities of fins. 

L=120 mm, W=100 mm, H=40 mm are the components 

of rectangular fin array utilized for experimentation. 

These measurements are chosen by considering the status 

of estimation of base plate temperatures, input control just 

as position of thermocouples in order to look stream 

designs by utilizing straightforward smoke procedure. 

Appropriate consideration is taken to stay away from the 

choppiness of air. Three dividers of fenced in area are 

secured with pressed wood sheets and the front divider 
with acrylic sheet. To keep up appropriate undistributed 

progression of normal convection, top segment of fenced 

in area is kept open. 

 

Two cartridge type heaters are utilized to warmth up the 

base plate. For practical temperature estimation of the 

blade surface and surrounding temperature, seven 

adjusted Cu-Constantan 30 check thermocouples, 

mounted at proper areas, are utilized. Utilization of 32 

check empowered perception of stream design with least 

obstruction. Openings of 0.79 mm breadth are bored in 
blades for lodging the thermocouples and enabling direct 

metal to metal contact among thermocouples and balance 

surface.  

 

This together with the directing paste utilized outcomes in 

decreased contact obstruction. Protecting C4X squares are 

utilized to shield from spillage of warmth from base and 

sides of the blade exhibit. C4X squares put at base and 

sides of amassed cluster make arrangement for six 

quantities of thermocouples to represent conduction 

misfortune through base and sides of the exhibit. 

Obstruction wattmeter is utilized to supply variable 
voltage contribution from 0 Watt to 200 Watt. Two 

Cartridge type warmers with most extreme limit 200 watt 

are utilized for warming base plate. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTATION 

 

 
 

                      Fig.3 Experimental Set Up. 

  

  The following procedure is used for the experimentation:  

 The fins are attached by gluing the required number of 

fin plates by using epoxy resin and siting the thermo 

couples at the desired locations.  

 Cartridge heaters (02 numbers) are kept in their place, 

connected in line with power circuit.  

 Assembled array as above is placed in the slotted C4X 

insulating block.  

 Thermocouples are inserted in the C4X block for 

observing conduction loss.  

 The heater input is given and kept constant by using 

dimmer stat voltage.  

 The temperatures of base plate at different points, C4X 

brick temperature and atmospheric temperature are 

recorded at the time duration of 15 min. up to steady 

condition. (Generally it takes 2 to 3 hours to attain 

steady state condition). 

 

              Table.1 Parameters of Experimentation.   

 
 

Observations were recorded in table when the steady state 

was attained. Observations were taken at least four times 
for four separate configuration and heater input to confirm 

the validity and repeatability of observations. It is 

confirmed that variables for analytical work are spacing, 

heater input, and geometry. Spacing are 12mm, 14mm, 

18mm and 25mm. Heater inputs are 25watt, 50watt, 

75watt & 100 watt. The results were yielded from the 

observations. 

Experimental Calculations 
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1. Conduction Loss =KA  

2. Radiation Loss = A [Ts4- T4] 

3. Heat Transfer Coefficients =  

4. Nusselt Number =  

5. Grash of number=  

 

IV. RESULT & DISSCUSSIONS 
Results have been drawn in terms of average heat transfer 

coefficient, base heat transfer coefficient, Average 

Nusselt number, Base Nusselt number, Rayleigh number. 

 

 
 

Fig.4 Graph of Average heat transfer coefficients 

Vs.Spacing 

 
Graph shows the impact of fin spacing on ha with heater 

input as the parameter. As the distance between fins rises 

ha rises for unnotched fin array, as anticipated. The 

highest value of ha is 13.73 W/m2 K at the distance 

between fin is 25mm. The recent trend is increase up from 

spacing about 18mm. Before which there is a steady state 

rise. The progress of rise in ha and also in the Nusselt 

number with fin spacing is observed in case of the 

notched array also with increase in ‘ha’ values at every 

point. The notched arrangement provides greater values, 

thus indicating supremacy over unnotched fin arrays. 
Graph shows the relative execution of fin array with notch 

and that of unnotched.  

 

It is permitted from the graph that ‘ha’ get a rise with the 

heater input, conserving the ascendancy of notched array. 

It is flawless that for the given heater input ha of notched 

array is 23 to 28% higher than respective full fin array. 

Average heat transfer coefficient of Notched fin array is 

25.25% higher than full fin array for 12mm spacing. Also 

it is flawless that for the given heater input ha of notched 

fin array is 20 to 25% increased than corresponding 
compensatory fin array.  

 

Average heat transfer coefficient of Notched fin array is 

25% higher than full fin array for 14mm location. By 

doing data calculations, Percentage hike in average heat 

transfer coefficient of notched fin array in comparison 
with full fin array is decreased as the spacing rises. It is 

shown that 14 to 18mm spacing is more effective when 

comparison have been made between Notched & Full fin 

array. 

 

 
 

   Fig.5 Graph of Average Nusselt Number Vs Spacing. 

 

It is verified from the graph that as spacing increases the 

average Nusselt number Nua increases for the notched fin 

array. The growing tendency is gradual up to a spacing of 
14 to 18 mm. After that the rise is sudden. The notched 

alignments yield upper values, thus representing 

dominance of notched fin array above Compensatory & 

full fin array. The highest Nua is about 18.26 W/m2 K for 

the notched fin array at heater input of 100 W. In overall 

it is detected that the Nua rises with rise in fin spacing, 

this is due to reason that with rise in design, the fluid can 

stream more freely through the fin channel.  

 

This may be attributed to the phenomenon of lateral 

boundary layer interference at lower fin spacing. Nua 

dimensionless number rises from 11 to 18 with increase in 
heat input from 25 to 100 W for notched fin array which 

is greater than that of compensatory & full fin array. 

Optimal fin spacing is above 18mm. 

 

 
Fig. 6 shows variation of base Nusselt number with fin 

spacing for notched fin array & Full fin array. 

It is clear that as the value of Nub decreases as fin spacing 

increases. It reaches to its maximum value and again 
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decreases. The reason for decrement in Nub may be due to 
less surface area at higher spacing. So that full 

configurations yield slightly higher values, thus indicating 

superiority over notched fin array. It is seen that base 

Nusselt number is decreasing up to 18 mm spacing & 

after that it is increasing for notched fin array. Therefore, 

Best fin spacing is above 18 mm. Nub dimensionless 

number increases from 63 to 68 with increase in heat 

input from 25 to 100 W for Notched fin array which is 

higher than that of full fin array. 

 

 
 

Fig.7  Graph of Grashof number Vs Nusselt number. 

 

Fig.8 shows Graph of average Nusselt number with 

Grashof number for notched fin & full fin array. It can be 

investigated that with the increases in Grashof number, 

average Nusselt number increases for a given spacing. 
The increase in average Nusselt number for notched fin 

array is more than the equivalent full rectangular fin 

array. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The problem of free convection heat transfer from flat 

quadrilateral fin array has been the subject of 
experimental as well as theoretical studies. The principal 

findings of the experimentation are as below. 

 Single chimney flow pattern recorded to be preferred by 

earlier researchers is retained in the notched fin arrays as 

well by conducting simple smoke test. 

 Study shows that notched flat quadrilateral fin array is 

more efficient than that of unnotched fin array. 

 Hike in ha for Notched fin arrays exhibit 10- 30% higher 

than corresponding unnotched fin array configuration. 

 Average Nusselt number for notched fin arrays is 

25.52% greater than corresponding unnotched fin array. 

 hb & Base Nusselt number is progressively decreasing 

with rise in spacing for notched & compensatory fin 

array. 

 Grash of number & Rayleigh number for notched fin 

array is 8-15% higher than corresponding unnotched fin 

array. 

 Results show that Grash of number is lower than 109 

     Hence, Free convection heat transfer with laminar flow 

of air is confirmed. 

Nomenclature 

A   Cross Sectional Area of C4X bricks 

  Temperature Gradient along bricks 

    Emissivity of Brick 

     Stefan Boltzmann’s constant 
g     Acceleration due to gravity 

β     Coefficient of volume expansion 

Ts    Average Temperature of fin surface 

T∞    Temperature of Air 

Ʋ     Kinematic viscosity of air 

K   Thermal Conductivity of C4X bricks 
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